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SEVENTH HEAVEN AS RUSSIA’S SYNCHRO GOLD RUSH CONTINUES
There’s no stopping Russia in the synchronised swimming pool at this World
Championships. Another stunning display, this time in the team free program,
brought the hosts a seventh gold medal
from eight events. The girls had already
comfortably won the preliminary round
and they went on to improve on that

performance here. From the opening lift
to the final ovation the Russians were –
once again – a class above all their rivals.
A crowd close to the 11,000 capacity at
Kazan Arena came in expectation of
glory and their faith was richly rewarded
by a near flawless performance that
scooped a record-breaking 98.46 points

to take gold by a comfortable margin
once again. Accompanied by the music
of cult Australian singer songwriter Nick
Cave and Warren Ellis the routine was a
spectacular triumph: the choreography
was more audacious, the leaps higher, the
teamwork tighter and the ovation
>>>>>> P3
more overwhelming.
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Water Polo first featured
in the World Championships
in Belgrade in 1973. Until 1986 it was
a male-only sport but the first
women’s teams took part in that year’s
championships in Madrid.

DAY 8
DIVING • MEN • 3M SPRINGBOARD FINAL

SWIMMING

CHAO DELIVERS GOLD
UNDER PRESSURE FOR CHINA

By Matthew Luxmoore, photo: Rinat Nazmetdinov

There was another thrilling finale in the diving as the men’s 3m springboard final
was decided with the last jump of the competition.

U

unbeaten run spanning six tournaments
from 1973 to 1991.
Zakharov took silver in this event in
2011, and was aiming to become only
the third Russian with multiple world
championships medals in the discipline
along with Dmitri Sautin and Evgenii
Kuznetsov. The Russian claimed a bronze
medal earlier this week in men’s 3m
springboard synchro with Kuznetsov,
but he hoped for better this time.
“I fought for the gold of course, but the
fact that it didn’t work out shows that I
have things to work on. So the result is

good, in a way. It was a strong final, all
the guys were very good. And I really felt
the support of the crowd, thanks to all the
fans for that,” Zakharov said.
Laugher also had reason to be hopeful
after winning bronze in men’s 3m
springboard synchro on Tuesday together
with partner Chris Mears. He took an
early lead in round two but could not
quite keep up with his rivals and came
in third for his country’s first ever medal
in this event.
“It’s been a fantastic championships
for me. To finish in bronze medal position

behind a great Olympic champion is
an honour,” he said, referring to 2012
Olympics gold medallist Zakharov. “There
were a lot of great athletes here. I’ve got
a lot of things to work on, but I’m saving
those for Rio 2016.”

attacking flair and determination but
were at times let down by a lack of
discipline. Montenegro’s play was
sometimes imaginative, but on other
occasions lacked the cutting edge
needed to turn promising positions
into victory.

The four group winners also have
things to ponder. For Croatia and
Hungary have been almost untested
thus far, while Greece and Serbia have
shown signs of defensive weakness
that could cost them dearly in the
knock-out stages.

Diving. Men’s 3m springboard
555,05

China

He Choa

547,60

Russia

Ilia
Zakharov

528,90

Great
Britain

Jack
Laugher

WATER POLO
Andy Potts and Aly Keita, photo: Ramil Gilvanov

Action hots up in water polo

The group phase is over, four teams in each competition are
already out of medal contention and from now on it’s do or die for
the remaining 12 nations seeking water polo glory here in Kazan.

T

oday sees the start of knockout rounds with eight women’s
teams going into a play-off to
claim a spot in the quarter finals.
Four nations – Russia, Spain,
Australia and Italy – are already there,
while the second and third placed
countries from each group go into an
elimination play-off round. Canada
and Greece get things started at 1:30
pm then the evening session sees
Kazakhstan play the Netherlands at
5:30, USA face Hungary at 6:50 and
Brazil against China at 8:10. The
winners will progress to the last eight
on Monday.
For the men the knock-out action
starts tomorrow. Russia won’t be
involved – the host nation’s medal

Confident
Americans
anticipate
medal haul

“I push my body where
others don’t want to go.” –
Ryan Lochte

B

ut whereas last night’s drama
it ended in heartache for China
and a shock win for an outsider,
tonight He Chao delivered under the
greatest of pressure to snatch gold
away from Russia’s Olympic champion
Ilya Zakharov.
Zakharov gave himself a great chance
with his final dive – a superb effort to
end the valiant challenge of Britain’s
rising star Jack Laugher, who was left
with his second bronze medal from
Kazan.
The fans went wild as Zakharov’s lost
leap brought him 106.4 points and raised
the prospect of edging out his Chinese
rival and adding to his 2012 Olympic gold.
But Chao drew on his success at the
Asian Championships last year to deliver
a strong finish and clinch victory.
“I saw Zakharov’s great score, but
I didn’t think about the result at that
moment. I just knew that everything
depended on me and I gave 100% to my
dive,” Chao said.
Achieving the result took mental
preparation in the days prior to the
contest, the winner added. “I was
rather sad for the past few days, not
even speaking to my friends. I had to be
alone with myself to prepare and give
everything to this event.”
The win returns China to its habitual
position at the top of the diving tree
after missing out on three golds in
the last three events. Chao takes over
from three-time world champion
He Chong as China’s winning run in
the 3m springboard stretches to five
tournaments. Only the USA has a longer

By Andy Potts

hopes ended early and they have a
consolation round game at 10:50 am
against China, the basement team from
Group A.
But there’s plenty of excitement
elsewhere as teams battle to join
Croatia, Hungary, Serbia and Greece
in the last eight.
Italy face Canada in the first playoff game, with the winnings going on
to face Serbia. Then it’s Brazil – USA,
Kazakhstan and Montenegro and finally
South Africa against Australia.
The games promise to be hard
fought: all eight teams showed flashes
of great promise during the group
stage but also offered evidence of
weak spots that an opponent might
exploit. Australia, for example, delivered

SA swim star Ryan Lochte is back
in action after what he describes
as his worst year in swimming
– and he’s looking to add to his mighty
medal tally here in Kazan.
Coming to Kazan with 77 medals
from international competition on his CV,
and 23 podium finishes in five previous
World Championships, he’s the most
titled performer in the competition.
But there’s no intention of sitting
on any laurels when the racing gets
underway on Sunday, as he said in team
USA’s press conference yesterday.
“I live in the present and the future,”
he said. “When people say I’ve got more
medals than anyone else here, that’s
news to me. Whatever I’ve done is in
the past.”
That past includes a lost year in 2014
when injuries wrecked his training and
competition schedule and even prompted
him to consider quitting. But now Lochte
is fit again and eager for more hardware.
“I just keep doing what I do, and
pushing my body past limits to places
that other swimmers maybe don’t want
to go,” he said. “When the time comes, I
will be ready.”
That kind of confidence is coursing
through team USA, which arrives here
with some serious medal hopes – even
if Lochte himself is tackling a relatively
small program with just two individual
appearances in the 200m IM and 200m
free.
The American swimmers have been
relatively starved of top-level competition
since the 2013 Worlds and this season
they didn’t even go through the usual
national trials to earn a trip to Kazan. So
Nathan Adrian is eager for action in the
100m free.
“We’re ready to get in there and have
some fun,” he said. “It’s been two years
since we raced against the Europeans.
It’s hard to narrow down our rivals but
it’s going to be really fast. A lot of guys
have gone under 48 this year and it’s one
of the most open fields I’ve ever seen.”
Arriving off an eight-day training
camp in Croatia, the team’s underlying
principle is to focus on the best possible
individual performances rather than
getting swept up in the hype about
possible world record bids.
Katie Ledecky, a hot tip in the distance
events, is expected by many to improve
on her own world records over 400m
and 800m. But she’s buying into the
team message rather than reading the
headlines.
“I never like to set specific targets
about times or world records,” she said.
“I’m just trying to be the best I can every
time I get on the blocks.”
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A RECORD ATTENDANCE!
YESTERDAY’S TEAM FREE FINAL BROUGHT

11,324 fans

TO THE KAZAN ARENA, SETTING A NEW RECORD FOR THE
2015 FINA WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS.
RUSSIAN ROOTS

SYNCHRONISED SWIMMING • TEAM, FREE PROGRAM • FINAL
By Andy Potts, photo Ramil Gilvanov

By Andy Potts, photo: Rinat Nazmetdinov

Bridging the Atlantic
Russia and the USA are often bitter rivals
at sporting events – but this year one
American athlete feels at home in Kazan.

W

the chance of a job across the
ocean was too good to turn
down.
“The situation was really
hard and when Dad was invited
to work there we left at once,”
she said. “At that time salaries
[in Russia] were really low and
it was hard to live.”
Young Mariya decided to try
synchronised swimming to help
her make new friends – and
went on to represent her new
country internationally, including at the 2012 Olympics in London, while also studying communication at the prestigious
Stanford University.
But she still retains Russian
citizenship and clearly relishes
the chance to speak her mother tongue – giving several long
interviews in Russian after her
performance and explaining
how she was determined to ensure any future children would
also learn the language.
“Of course I’d want to teach
my children to speak Russian,”
Koroleva added. “For me it’s really important that we can talk
to each other in Russian. My
family is Russian and my relatives are still here so of course
Russia is still a big part of my
life.”
Those Russian roots also
attract curiosity, but the most
common question gets a surprising answer: “People usually
ask how often we drink vodka
– but I never touch it!”

56

hen synchronised
swimmer Mariya
Koroleva performed
with Anita Alvarez in Sunday’s
technical duet final she had a
bit of extra support from an
enthusiastic group of family
and friends from her birthplace
in Yaroslavl, a few hundred
kilometres up the Volga from
Kazan.
“My family really support
me,” she said. “My relatives
came down from Yaroslavl to
watch me here, 11 of them, in
three cars.”
Koroleva also took part in the
USA team performances, helping her colleagues reach Monday’s and Friday’s finals and enjoying another warm reception
from the crowd.
That support makes competing in Russia a special event, regardless of the result.
“I love swimming here. It’s
the third time I’ve competed in a
big tournament in Russia – first
at St. Petersburg in the World
Juniors then at the Universiade here two years ago,” Koroleva added.
“It’s really nice because I feel
like I’m competing in my own
country. It’s a great feeling –
I’m even less nervous before I
perform.”
Koroleva was only nine
when her family left Yaroslavl
in 1999 for a new life in California. As Russia suffered in the
aftermath of a financial crisis,

UNBEATABLE RUSSIANS HIT NEW
HEIGHTS IN THE SYNCHRO POOL
Cont. from page 1
But there was a warm reception for all the competing
nations, starting with Brazil’s
swimming samba. Every lift,
every jump, every somersault
was met with rapturous applause and the atmosphere
seemed to inspire many of the
teams to new heights.
As always, though, the
biggest cheers were reserved
for the favourites – by virtue of home advantage, but
also in recognition of the incredible talent and depth in
this team. Much has been said
during this competition of the
unique training regime and
dedication that team Russia
brings to the sport, and this
display illustrated the point
eloquently.
Even without the luminous talents of Svetlana Romashina and Natalia Ishchenko, the stars of the solo and
duet programs, Russia could
call on eight more high-class
performers to deliver yet another exemplary routine.
Svetlana Kolesnichenko is a
veteran of eight medal-winning campaigns, but the thrill
of victory is none the less for
that.

“Of course every medal
means a lot, how can you say
one is more important than
the other?” she said. “Every performance, every routine takes a huge amount of
work. This routine was really complex.
“We really did all we could
to show our emotion in the
performance. Of course we’re
not Hollywood stars but we try
to do it in our own way and it’s
working for us right now.
“Right from the start of preparing a routine it’s a group
process. The training team and
the swimmers get together to
decide what we can do and
what we can’t.”
Russia has now won this
event on every occasion since
1996 and coach Tatyana Pokrovskaya said this was a tribute to the country’s well established synchro school.
“We won because we
worked hard,” she said. “The
girls are warriors. I don’t know
any other way.”
“We’re really pleased that
we finally managed to show
the world this routine that
we’ve been working on all
season,” said Russia’s Anzhelika Timanina in the post event
press conference. “We might

be able to keep using it until the Olympics, but that’s up
to the coach. It seemed to go
down well here and we’re so
pleased that the judges are
starting to award 10s again. It’s
been a long time since we’ve
seen scores like that.”
Russia also had high profile support in the stands: the
acting president of the Republic of Tatarstan, Rustam Minnikhanov, watched on and was
invited to present the medals
after the performance.
China has suffered the misfortune of playing second fiddle to Russia throughout this
competition, and once again
they produced a performance
of quality good enough to take
gold against all comers – except one. Their score of 96.1333,
posted two rounds before the
hosts took to the stage, at
least gave a hint of competition.
Xiao Gu hopes that she and
her teammates can learn from
what they’ve seen in Russia.
“I think our team needs better execution,” she said. “We
did our best and I’m happy
we got a silver medal but the
Russian team’s execution, the
synchronisation, is so good.
They are very strong and very

experienced, they swim beautifully.
“Our team is learning from
them and we can do even better in the future.”
For the rest, five points
further back, it was a battle
for bronze. Japan, not for the
first time here, broke Ukrainian hearts as they took third
place by 0.200. Tears of joy in
Asia; despair for Ukraine.
For Japan’s Aika Hakoyama, watching the Russian
team was also something of
an education.
“At first glance the Russians
make everything look so effortless,” she said. “But in reality they performed a really
difficult routine.
“It’s really hard to give such
an even and precise performance - the main thing was
how quickly they achieved all
the requirements of the competition and what a powerful
impression it made.”
Synchronised swimming.
Team free program.
98.4667

Russia

96.1333

China

93.9000

Japan
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FAMILY SUPPORT

RAISING SVETA

By Daria Turceva, photo: Ramil Gilvanov
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SCHEDULE
TIME

EVENT

8.00

Open water swimming. 25Km Men.

Final.

8.15

Open water swimming. 25km.
Women.

Final.

10.00

Diving. 10m platform. Men.

Qualifying round.

14.15,
14.30

Open water swimming

Medal ceremony.

15.00

Diving. 10m platform. Men

Semi-final.

17.30

Synchronised swimming. Women’s
free combo.

Final.

19.00

Synchronised swimming.

Medal ceremony.

19:30

Diving. 3m platform. Women.

Final.

20:40

Diving.

Medal ceremony.

WATER POLO. WOMEN
Classification round
10.50

New Zealand – South Africa

12.10

Japan – France
Play-off round

The synchronised swimming tournament comes to an end today, with Russia sweeping to gold in
almost every discipline. Star performer Svetlana Romashina leaves with three gold medals from the
duet and solo competitions – and her mother Tatyana told the Herald how she brought up a
multiple Olympic and World Champion.

S

vetlana has won championships
all over the world – yet Kazan
was only the second time Tatyana
saw her daughter perform live. Svetlana
explained that she doesn’t like to feel her
family worrying about her at performance
time. However, there was no sign of
nerves as mum looked on in Kazan.
The gold flowed and Tatyana played a
small role in another series of stunning
performances thanks to her home-made
posters in the stands.
How long did it take to paint that
daisy poster?
I spent one night make a poster with
a daisy and a sign saying ‘Krasotka’
(‘Cutie’). Well, she is really gorgeous!
Does it mean something extra to
come to the championships here in
Russia?
Svetlana said: “You should come to the
home championships”. We were thrilled
because we could see her perform
live. We were cheering her on, putting
our heart and soul into it. We were
very happy about it, but on the other
hand it’s nerve-wracking to watch her
perform
So is this your first championship
you’ve been to?
Not quite, two years ago we were here
for the Universiade. Our girls are the
best!
Sveta has so many medals. What do
you do with them all?
We have a special place for them. They
are hung beautifully. Sometimes I like to

go to Sveta’s room and just chink those
medals, listen to them chime. It sounds
wonderful. And as well as medals there
are lots of certificates, posters, cups and
so on. (In a separate interview Svetlana
explained that only her Olympic medals
are kept in a safe – Ed.)
Was there ever a time when Svetlana
said she didn’t want to do this any
more?
I’m sure sometimes every athlete gets
tired of training. But champions find
the strength and motivation to keep
going and set up new goals. When she
was only 10, Sveta dreamed of being
an Olympic champion. She’s made that
dream come true three times. There
was just one time, when she was a little
girl, that she thought about quitting. I
took her hand and told her: “Sveta, you
must go on.”
That was in childhood, but what
about now?
It’s not for me to persuade her now.
She’s a grown woman, nobody tells
her what to do. She makes her own
decisions. She’s 25, but she’s wise for
her years. Sometimes I even ask her for
advice.
Do the athletes have a difficult
childhood?
It’s incredibly hard work. She also did
ballroom dancing. Training started early
every morning, she had to miss the first
class at school because she was swimming every day, then she went back to
school. I would collect her, sit her in the
car and she would have a quick bite as
we drove to the ballroom. Sometimes
she even went from there back to
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swimming. Finally my husband said:
“Look, girls, we have to stop, let’s
make a decision, because this is just
madness”. We were two exhausted
ladies. Even me, as an adult, I couldn’t
continue at that pace.

Canada – Greece

17.30

Kazakhstan – Netherlands

18.50

USA – Hungary

20.10

Brazil - China

FANS!

Which characteristics did your
daughter inherit from you to help
her become a champion?
Every child has her own traits. Sveta
was really hard-working even as a
child. Once, when she was just seven
or eight, she was thrown in the pool
and told to swim so far. The swimmers used to rack up the lengths
before their workouts. Maybe the
coach was distracted, but she forgot
about Sveta. Then she saw came –
this wasn’t [Russian national team
coach] Tatiana Danchenko, by the
way – with tears in her eyes because
she saw that Sveta was just going to
keep on swimming and swimming
until she was told to stop.
What do you feel when you are
watching her performances?
Goosebumps?
It’s not really goosebumps. It’s a tremendous wave, a storm of emotions.
Then I have a sense of languor; I don’t
want anything and that’s it (laughs).
But first it’s a barrage of emotions.
Svetlana said that she is thinking
about how to become an actress.
Is she serious?
Yes, of course! She’s artistic, with a
strong and charismatic character, she
loves to sing and dance. That’s important in acting. If she wants it, I’m sure
she will do it!

The Executive
Directorate for
Sports Projects is an

2, Dekabristov Ul., Kazan 420066

official organizer of

e-mail: tatmedia@tatmedia.ru

the 16th FINA World

Telephone: (843) 222-09-85 (extn. 2013)
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Championships
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PROGRAM OF ACTIVITIES IN
THE FINA WATER WORLD PARK
August 1
12.00

Interactive program and competitions, live action from the pool
on the big screen.

17.00

Evening concert program

18.00

Rock-concert by “Hitoboyee“

19.00

Performance by the State Folk Orchestra of the Republic of
Tatarstan

21.00

Dancing underwater” show by the Iskusheniye dance theatre of
St. Petersburg
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